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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The manuscript mainly reports a case of pulmonary and cardiac toxicity related to mesalazine. This is
a well-written paper containing interesting results which merit publication. For the benefit of the
reader, however, a number of points need clarifying and certain statements require further
justification. There are given below. 1. Language still need to be polished.Some errors exist between
lines. 2. In the first sentence, 5-ASA didn't mean mesalamine. 3. It will be better that the authors
ranked all the possible ADRs related to the use of mesalamine according to levels of mild, moderate
and severe.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This report involves the illustration of a single patient with cardio-respiratory complications in the
context of UC and drug exposures Specific Comments: 1. There are errors of english language
use/structure that need to be corrected (through almost every section of the manuscript) 2. The
authors refer to a severe paericardial effusion. The word severe should be chnaged to a more
appropriate word. The effusion was large, but no assoicated with any haemodynamic compromise 3.
A further differential to add (first paragraph of Discussion) is cardio-respiratory involvement as an
extra-intestinal manifestation of UC. I note that the symptoms resolved with corticosteroid therapy,
which coincided with cessation of mesalazine 4. Mesalazine is not the only form of 5-ASA drug.
Please revise the first part of the abstract and the Introduction to make this more clear. 5. Table 1 is
very helpful, but quite busy. Could it be simplified at all? Is there a similar illustration of cardiac
complications of 5-ASA drugs?
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The paper merits publication, but several questions necessitate clarification. In the title first:"toxicity"
or hypersensitivity are the mechanizms on the basis of eosinophilic pneumonia and pericardial
effusion in the patient discussed.A latent,late type hypersensitive mechanizm seems being probable.
It was mentionned in the clinical history than the mesalazine therapy was stopped and prednizone
was initiated.The time interval between the removal of mesalazine and the initiation of prednizone is
not done.The time interval is an important data to argue the remission if it was related to the
withdrawal of mesalazine or to the introduction of steroid.The answer may help to clear up the
underlying pathogenetical mechanizm. Over mesalazine azathioprine was an important part of the
medical treatment.In the paper there is no any data about the continuation or the withdrawal of
aza.In the discussion it is required to discuss the potential role of this drug in the development of
clinical complications. In the clinical description the cardiac symptoms are lacking while the
amount of pericardial fluid (33,6 mm length) is important. It should produce failure in the cardiac
function, in the pumping mechanizm(ejection) and induce tachycardia,dyspnoe,periferal oedema, etc.
Unfortunately echocardiography was not done.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The Authors referrred on a patient with ulcerative colitis who presented fever, dyspnea and chest
pain due to severe pericardial effusion and interstitial pneumonia. The symptoms and the
radiological abnormalities disappeared after mesalazine suspension. The Authors are to congratulate
for the brilliant conduct of the diagnostic and therapeutic strategy. This contribute and the accurate
revision of similar cases published in the literature are an important contribute for appropriately
following ulcerative colitis patients. Probably the knowledge of this syndrome can help the medical
treatment of IBD patients.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is a very well written case report with literature review on mesalazine-induced
cardiopulmonary toxicity.
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